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1. Opening summary  
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2. Content of the asbtract. 

2.1. Purposes, tasks and targets of the thesis.   

2.1.1. Purposes of the thesis.  

- To identify the cultural values of traditional going into trance ritual 

performance and change of going into trance ritual performance in Nam Dinh at 

present.  

- To evaluate the change through the elements constituting the performance,   

determine the extent of change hence proposing the assessment, evaluating the 

causes of the change and the issues to be raised toward present going into trance 

ritual performance. 

2.1.2. Tasks of the study  

In order to achieve the targets stated above, the author of the thesis shall 

perform following tasks:  

- To systematize general theories on Mother Goddess worship religion in 

general and going into trance ritual in particular as the basis and tools to make a 

clear distinction for contents of study, which serves as the basis for determining 

issues that are needed to make survey and assessment.  

- To systematically survey the elements forming going into trance ritual 

performance in the whole “performance of Mother Goddess worship religion of 

the Vietnamese in Nam Dinh”.  

- To find out the reasons resulting to the changes and the issues to be raised 

toward going into trance ritual performance in Nam Dinh, serving as the basis for 

the cultural management authorities to put forward the solutions for the 
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preservation and promotion of the value of going into trance ritual performance in 

the society nowadays.  

2.1.3. Targets of the study  

Studying the aspects of going into trance ritual performance, fundamental 

elements in the art of going into trance ritual performance (music, content of the 

lyrics, dance, costumes, props, offerings etc.) in the relationship between the 

traditional going into trance ritual performance and its change.  

2.2. Research methods used in the thesis.  

During the course of carrying out the thesis, the post graduate has used the 

following methods: Interdisciplinary method, case study method, field method, 

analytical method, synthetic method, comparative research method. Among which, 

the post graduate attaches special attention to the interdisciplinary approach basing on 

the datum of a number of sciences with an aim to create more clear evidences for the 

appraisals and assessments of the studied issues. Other methods such as field method, 

analytical method, synthetic method, comparative research method and interview 

method are also applied as a medium during the course of carrying out the thesis.  

2.3. Major results and conclusions.  

2.3.1. Results  

- The thesis is an in-depth study on the going into trance ritual performance 

in Nam Dinh from the perspective of Cultural Studies. On the other hand, on the 

basis of inheriting the earlier researches, the post graduate has initially introduced 

a more specific definition of the going into trance ritual performance. “A major 

ritual of the Mother Goddess religion. It is a ritual of multiple incarnations of 

deities into the mediums, a reappearance of images of the deities through spiritual 

performance art in order to order, bestow fortunes and meet the needs of Mother 

Goddess followers in a certain rule and order.”  

- The thesis also collects the field documents, surveys and describes in 

details the elements made of going into trance ritual performance, determines the 

extent of changes of the elements, appraising the changed elements that have the 

most influence on the overall change of going into trance ritual performance in the 

present times.  

- From the study and investigation results, the thesis also points out some 

reasons leading to the change in going into trance ritual performance as well as 

discussing the issues to be raised to going into trance ritual performance at present. 
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- The thesis will be a source of reference for lecturers, post graduates, 

students of majors such as Cultural Studies, Ethnology, Anthropology and 

scientists interested in studying about going into trance ritual performance in 

general and going into trance ritual performance in Nam Dinh in particular. 

2.3.2. Conclusions 

- Through studying constituent elements as well as surveying to identify the 

changes of going into trance ritual performance, it can be seen that “Mother 

Goddess worship religion of the Vietnamese people”, a typical intangible cultural 

heritage of humanity in which the prominent one is going into trance ritual 

performance is the sum of cultural elements such as customs, beliefs, religions, etc. 

which are expressed through the combination of many forms of art such as 

literature, poetry music, dance, costumes, props, etc. These factors are welded 

cleverly and subtly to create a vivid picture of going into trance ritual performance 

over many periods. 

 - With the main approach according to the theory of acculturation through the 

typical case in Nam Dinh Province, the thesis has clarified the changes in each 

constituent component, determined the extent of change as well as pointing out the 

fundamental changed element mostly affecting the overall change of going into trance 

ritual performance from the perspective of cultural Studies and religious culture. 

- From the perspective of cultural studies and acculturation, the thesis has 

clarified the inevitability of the change of intangible cultural heritage in general and 

going into trance ritual performance in particular in the process of acculturation. The 

thesis also specifies the impacts of the market economy leading to the changes of each 

element, especially the practitioners of the performance in which the factors of 

personal creativity and community demand are expressed clearly.  

- The acceptance of the community as well as the conception of the society on 

going into trance ritual performance has become more open, from “prohibition” to 

becoming the “heritage”, which shows that the the awareness of society, the Party and 

the State as well as the international community has changed a lot. Negative and 

positive viewpoint has been lessened proving that the intense vitality of going into 

trance ritual performance along with the values of history, ethics, art, aesthetics ... 

have been properly considered. That is also the issue that the thesis is aiming to. 

- From the survey and study of the changes as well as the determination of 

objective and subjective causes leading to the changes of individual elements 

resulting in the whole changes of going into trance ritual performance, the thesis 
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also sets out some issues that need to be discussed such as cultural integration 

through the adoption of more historic, localized deities that does not belong into 

the “Four Palaces”. The issue of the real situation of theaterization of going into 

trance ritual performance are also paid special attention in the thesis, especially the 

changes and reception need to be “selective” to maintain the faith beliefs of the 

community, avoiding breaking the specific characteristics of going into trance 

ritual performance. 

- To be existed on the basis of God worship beliefs in Vietnam in general and 

in Nam Dinh in particular, going into trance ritual performance at the present times, 

similar to other cultural phenomena has been changing in many aspects such as ritual 

structure, ritual performance, space, practitioners of the ritual, and social concept on 

the ritual. This change has both subjective and objective causes from many different 

perspectives. However, regardless of what point of view to be reviewed, going into 

trance ritual performance is still a particular form of performance. In addition to the 

inherent values that the ritual itself bears, going into trance ritual performance in the 

past and at present times are still filled with historical, moral virtue, art values etc. and 

above all is the institutionalization of the belief of community into the peace, health, 

and happiness that brought by the gods. 

Thus, going into trance ritual performance can be seen as an important factor 

creating the appearance of the cultural and spiritual life of the Vietnamese people. 

With the nature of a highly integrated ritual in which many layers of culture, art, 

belief etc. dated back for a long time which are preserved and nurtured by the 

community still have certain impacts on the Vietnamese’s life at the present times. 

The preservation and promotion of culture, art and belief values not only contributes 

in preserving the cultural identity of the Vietnamese community but  is also an 

effective tool in propagating the image and cultural identity of the Vietnamese people 

to the national community in the current circumstance of globalization. 

      Hanoi, August 28
th
, 2018 
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